
What’s 
On The Way  
Sweet Peppers 

Bulk 
Produce  
Green Kale, 

Red Kale, 
Collards, 

Swiss Chard: 
$2 / Lb.

Cabbage (green, 
Red:  $3 ea.

Sweet Corn: $4/ dz

What's Happening On The Farm

Down The River  

Once again on Saturday, just after the Farm Shop 
closed, the skies opened up and poured water every-
where, soaking all of our crops with a weeks worth 
of rain in a couple of hours. Then the sun came out 
on Sunday, and stayed that way for a few days, al-
lowing us to prep our fields for late seeding (spinach)  
and last planting (green kale and escarole) and pull 
weeds where they were still a problem.  This pattern, 
which has now repeated itself reliably for a month 
or more has left me feeling somewhat repetitive and 
disoriented. Fine. I’ll take it.

But this week, there was something just a little different. I 
could feel it here and there, but it was definitely new. On the 
weekly farm tour with our apprentices, we just flew by most of 
the crops, seeing that they were weeded, watered, or just well 
beyond the point that we could do anything about them anyway.  
There was that chill in the morning air a few times, which made 
me want to get a sweatshirt. Then I remembered many of our 
summer crew was heading back to school soon. We put our last 
transplants in the ground for the season.

It all started to add up.  The balance had shifted. We had moved 
from planning towards harvesting. From making towards tak-
ing. From opportunity towards reality. From creating towards 
accepting. 

I knew what time it was.  We harvested a week's 
worth of melons in a morning.  Packed up our 
weeders, apprentices, volunteers, and stray kittens. 
Got some inner tubes, a few cucumbers, and a stray 
block of cheese. We headed up to the Deerfield 
River, and instead of working, just floated down, 
letting the stream take us for a couple of hours. 
And we just enjoyed each others company, as we 
prepared for a fall of reaping what we have sown. 

We hope you enjoy the harvest, 

Your Farmer,
Dan
(for Karen, Abbe, Ellen, Ben, Lia, Marlee, and Will)
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What’s new this week 

Melon Time!

Cantaloupes and Watermelons:   
One of our favorite things about 
late summer is a sweet melon patch. 
We start with cantaloupes (orange flesh), and will 
add watermelons (yellow & red flesh) for the next 
2-3 weeks. The crop looks like a big winner this 
year..... They taste delicious, and are sweet due to 
some nice mix of moisture (for size) and sun (for 
sugar). We try to pick only perfectly ripe melons 
- they are ready to eat now. If you want keep the 
cantaloupes, put it in the fridge and they will last 
for a while. The watermelons will store in a cool 
dry spot for weeks.  
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Pic of The Week
Farm Crew 2019!!

Combine all ingredients. Refrig-
erate for at least half an hour to 
allow flavors to blend. Yield 2 
cups.

1 1/2 c finely chopped canteloupe
1/4 c onion, minced
1/2 large green pepper, finely chopped
1 tbsp minced fresh cilantro
1 hot pepper, seeded and finely minced 
(or more to taste)
juice of 1 lime (approx 3 tbsp)
1 tsp honey or brown sugar (optional)
1/4 tsp salt

 

From some unknown source in our deep archives.......sweet, slightly weird, and 
delicious!

Sweet Melon Salsa



how we farm
 

CSA Distribution

As we settle into the big harvest season, 
we will be trying to fill your shares with 
a wide variety of produce to keep you well fed throughout the 
fall.  I have been frequently asked how we go about figuring 
out just what goes into your share each week. And believe me, 
it's not always easy to decide. In general, we want to put the 
freshest produce in the box each week - but how much? And 
which items?  Since there really were no CSAs around when we 
got started, we had to take a simple idea (you buy a share of the 
harvest) and come up with some specific guidelines to make it 
all work out in the real world of eaters and farmers. 

The first thing we do each year is set specific targets for each 
crop, for each week that we want to provide it in the share and 
for the entire season.  For instance, when we grow carrots we 
target 2 lbs per share per week and when we grow tomatoes we 
expect to pack 4 lbs per share. These targets are then used to 
determine whether the share will be light, heavy, or just right. 
If one crop is a little light (like the greens this year?) we try to 
make up for it with other crops that might be heavier (did you 
notice the extra cucumbers in your shares?). And if we have a 
lot of everything then we go ahead and put it in "bulk" so that 
people can buy our surplus. 

At our Farm Shop in Amherst we have also developed the "Mix 
and Match" system, where we group some produce together 
and let people choose their own shares, not by item, but by vol-
ume. In order to do this, we simply calculate how much total 
poundage we have for any given harvest day, and divide it by 
the number of shares that we expect to come to the farm that 
day. Then we translate that into an average bag size.  

One thing we learned early on about distributing produce is 
the economic concept of "inelastic demand." That is, even if 
we have 40,000 lbs of surplus kale, it is of very little value to 
us, because people will/can only eat so much. The demand for 
the kale is "inelastic." Of course, we can try to stretch it out a 
little with a clever newsletter article or a few recipes, but let's 
face it, getting a box full of kale every week, would just not be 
very valuable for most people. In addition, we have found that 
people want a variety of items in the box each week so we try 
to put something new in the share every week.

We continue to refine our targets listening to you, year after 
year. The Suggestion Box, Surveys, and just watching what 
leaves quickest in the "Mix and Match" have been good ways 
to find out what people want. Fundamentally, our farm has 
remained true to our initial idea - share the risks and rewards 
of local agriculture in order to let us grow and eat food that 
is produced in a manner that is in keeping with our deepest 
principles. Developing these techniques has been important in 
making this dream a reality.

Farming Partnership  
Enter The Trug 

At our on-farm distribution, we 
have always been looking for ways 
for you to measure out your share 
of produce that didn't involve the 

time-consuming scale. For many years we used the "roll 
bag" as our basic unit of measure. That worked great, except 
for all of those pesky, not-very-re-usable-plastic bags. 

Enter the trug. (why is called a "trug?" we don't know!).
This is the handy, reusable plastic tub that has virtually the 
exact same volume as the roll bag (it's true, we have tested it 
many times). So we purchased a bunch of them, hoping that 
when you go to measure out your share, you can substitute 
the trug for the bag and still get a quick and accurate size 
without needing to use the plastic bag. And then we can use 
these trugs for years and years.  They seem to us to be work-
ing. What do you think?

Food Preservation Tips
Sweet Corn

The corn is very sweet & plentiful this 
year. Corn season feels long while it's 
here, but it's a short magic moment 
of the year! Luckily, corn freezes really 

well. If you want to save some, consider buying some extra 
in bulk or use the corn in your share to freeze. Shuck your 
corn and cut the kernels off the cob. Freeze in yogurt con-
tainers or fill freezer bags and lay in flat layers. Frozen corn 
can be used all winter in soups, cornbread, sautees and more.

Pic(s) of The Week
Hello Illinois?

Yes, It's Corn Season!


